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The mission of our track was to scope out challenges, opportunities, 
current & emerging practices  in support of cross domain  

GeoSciences & Smart Grid Systems semantic interoperability such 
as a unified view of data from different sources that is robust, well 

founded and practical.



Outline

• Our Speakers,  Session Topics & Broad Questions
• Approaches & Challenges for SI in the GeoSciences

– Beyond Standards & Harmonizing Vocabularies 

• Incremental Approaches & Facilitating Semantic 
Interoperability

• Are Ontology Design Patterns & Reference 
Ontologies what we Need?

• Recap
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Our Speakers & Their Topics

1. Gary Berg-Cross Brief overview of GeoScience and Semantic 
Integration 

2. Brandon Whitehead (University of Auckland, Auckland) An overview of 
semantic models in the geosciences: what do we have and where are we 

going?
3. Ruth Duerr (Ronin Institute) Semantics and the discovery and use of 

data and data services [(Bcube)] 
4. Adila Krisnadhi (Wright State) Dealing with Semantic Heterogeneity in 

Data Integration using Modular Ontology Patterns (GeoLink Project)
5. Matthew Mayernik (UCAR) Building Geoscience Semantic Applications 

Using Established Ontologies
6. Steve Ray, Carnegie Mellon Silicon Valley, Semantic Interoperability 

Issues for the Smart Grid 
7. Marshall Ma, RPI, SEM+: A Tool for Concept Mapping in Geoscience 

8. Shirly Stephens and Torsten Hahmann, University of Maine, Semantic 
Alignment of the Groundwater Markup Language with the Emerging 

Reference Hydro Ontology HyFO
• Synthesis Notes & Briefing
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http://ontologforum.org/index.php/GaryBergCross
https://s3.amazonaws.com/ontologforum/OntologySummit2016/2016-02-25_GeoSciences/Introduction--GaryBergCross_20160225.pdf
http://ontologforum.org/index.php/User:Brandonnodnarb
https://s3.amazonaws.com/ontologforum/OntologySummit2016/2016-02-25_GeoSciences/Whitehead-GeoSci-SemMods-where-are-we.pdf
http://ontologforum.org/index.php/RuthDuerr
https://ontologforum.s3.amazonaws.com/OntologySummit2016/2016-02-25_GeoSciences/OntologySummitFeb2016_v1.pdf
http://earthcube.org/group/bcube
https://ontologforum.s3.amazonaws.com/OntologySummit2016/2016-02-25_GeoSciences/ontosummit16-geolink.pdf
http://earthcube.org/group/geolink
https://ontologforum.s3.amazonaws.com/OntologySummit2016/2016-02-25_GeoSciences/final-mayernik_EarthCollab_Feb2016.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/ontologforum/OntologySummit2016/2016-03-31_GeoSciences-Sensor-Networks/Transforming-Testing-Explaining-Smart-Grid-Models--SteveRay_20160331.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/ontologforum/OntologySummit2016/2016-03-31_GeoSciences-Sensor-Networks/SEM+A-Tool-for-Concept-Mapping-in-Geoscience--MarshallMa_20160331.pdf
https://ontologforum.s3.amazonaws.com/OntologySummit2016/2016-02-25_GeoSciences/Stephen-Ontology Summit Talk 2016-03-31_v5.pdf
http://ontologforum.org/index.php/Talk:ConferenceCall_2016_03_31
https://ontologforum.s3.amazonaws.com/OntologySummit2016/2016-02-25_GeoSciences/EarthScience Synthesis Ont Summit- April14-2016.pdf


Some Broad Questions 
• What range of semantic content is at least being shared and 

used on the Web? 
– From vocabularies to formally axiomatized ontologies 

• What limits their use to support interoperability?
– How do we go beyond “semantic tagging” with vocabularies 

to find relevant data to share and use?
• E.g Tags used by NSIDC

• What ontologies are available/being used/required? 
– VIVO-ISF uses the Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) as its upper 

level ontology

• How can we find semantic content to advance 
interoperability?

• Who maintains ontologies? Who Owns them?
• Where do we put Earth science ontologies (or semantic 

models; the word ontology has kind of lost its meaning) 
once they have been created?
– e.g. LOV, ontology repositories

• ESIP, bio portal and OntoHub OOR
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Complexity and a View of Horizontal & Vertical SI 
in the GeoEarthSciences

• Complex Earth system issues such as climate change and water 
resources,  mean that geoscientists must work across disciplinary 
boundaries; to access and understand a variety of data & systems 
outside of their fields and projects. 

• In EarthCube & INSPIRE some of the Challenges are Recognized –Complex, 
Heterogeneous & Federated/ Ecosystem-like Environments
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Knowledge Infrastructure Vision

“Insertion”

Architecture &

Workflow Between

Horizontal 

Integration
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Integration
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Approaches & Solution Challenges
Standards, Metadata & Harmonizing Vocabularies

1. The traditional approach to interoperability is to create some standard 
1. e.g. a controlled vocabulary for metadata,  API, Smart Grid Standards etc. 

which may be at a high level and/or at the domain level. 

2. There is general sense of a convergence on standards for 
interoperability components, including catalogs, vocabularies, services 
and information models. 

• But standards at all levels are expressed in a variety of syntax, 
languages with varying degrees of formality and completeness.

– They are heterogeneous, meaning they are mostly fragmented and 
disconnected

– Multiple & disjoint standards in the same or overlapping domains are 
routine impediments to interoperability. 

– There seem practical and foundational challenges such as
1. semantic alignment of vocabularies, 
2. handling data and systems heterogeneity &
3. development of reusable building blocks to make semantic approaches successful, 

scalable and robust across and within domains.

There are efforts afoot to handle these problems 
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• For example, most of the database research self-assessment reports recognize 
that the thorny question of semantic heterogeneity, that is of handling variations 
in meaning or ambiguity in entity interpretation, remains open.

Agrawal, et al, “The Claremont report on database research,” SIGMOD Record, vol. 37, no. 3, pp. 9–19, 2008

Growing Recognition that Big Data/Science means 
increased diverse & voluminous data types that need 

semantic descriptions

Use Heuristics 
and Machine-
learning

Exploit 
semantics of 
ontological 
relationships 

Modular Reuse

KE Tools

Richer 
languages

General Integration Approaches on Different Architectural Levels 
Ziegler, Patrick, & Klaus R. Dittrich. "Data integration—problems, approaches, and 
perspectives." Conceptual Modelling in Information Systems Engineering. Springer, 2007. 39-58.

Layered View
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Community Priorities often Talk a Different Language, 
but a Vision is Developing

Geo Feature

Knowledge 
Infrastructure & 
Ontology applications: 
• Smart Search, 

discovery & 
annotation

• Semantic services
• Knowledge 

Infrastructure

• Sharing & Interoperability
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LOD is too 
complex/not 
rich enough.

Integrate 
sematic Tech 
into these 
architectures
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Incremental Approach Illustration : Richer Schemata

Simple Feature-State Model (from GRAIL) becomes a richer schema

Warm or salty water….
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Facilitate Semantic Interoperability
Key Pillars Discussed
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.

Conceptual 
Models 

Leverage existing 
vocabularies --
harmonize and 
formalize their 
conceptualization

Common 
modeling 
framework & tool 
support

Reduce Entry 
Barrier

User training  & 
education

Modular
Ontologies

Leverage 
minimalistic 
schema as  
building block 
ontologies
Use patterns to 
name, organize, 
& conceptualize 
highly related 
pieces of 
domain 
knowledge.
Use rules to 
map to local 
vocabularies.

Languages,  
Methods, 
Environments

Use incremental & 
PoC approaches

Bottom-up & top-
down approaches

Mixed domain & 
ontology engineer 
teams 
Repositories
Improved formal 
languages & their 
tooled use
Integrate CM/KE 
tools with SW dev 
tools.

Upper, Core & 
Reference
Ontologies

Build core 
ontologies from 
constraining
modules
Use bridging 
concepts over 
domains

Provide 
foundational 
grounding  for 
translation 

Formalized 
bodies of K 
across domains



Matching, Alignment & Semantic Integration 
Techniques (Stephen & Hahmann)

Existing ontology matching and alignment techniques find 
similarities, equivalences and sub-sumption relations between 
two (or more) ontologies given that they are: 

– syntactically and schematically integrated. 
– of similar scope & no more expressive than OWL.

(Whereas) semantic integration between existing hydrologic 
ontologies and schemas additionally requires:
• Translation between ontology languages. 
• More rigorous specification of the semantics in each 

ontology. 

This can currently be done only by manual integration of the 
ontologies.... 
But use of a suitable reference ontology may automate this.
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Recap & Some Thought to be Considered for 
Recommendations

1. There is a long history of interest and increasing work we can leverage.

2. Big Science & Big Data provide motivating challenges 

3. Semantic Web/LOD work is a driver and some useful things have been built 
– upper level & bridge ontologies, some modular patterns,  But ..

4. There seem practical & foundational challenges to make semantic 
approaches successful.

1. Many ontologies but some may be too shallow and not well related

2. Using ontologies seems too hard to many domain science efforts

5. Opportunities exist 

1. in the various domains with large Programs like EarthCube.

2. to test conformance to and integrity of standards using ontologies 

6. We should keep in mind the challenges of communicating across the Big 
Data, Big Science, Semantic Web and Applied Ontology disciplines and 
projects.
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